Eau Claire Chamber Virtual Town Hall Meeting for Businesses:
Taking Care of your Employees
4/9/2020 5:48:24 PM Therese Mollinger-Olson- Is there any projection of when Eau Claire might have a peak in the number of cases of
Covid 19 disease?
4/9/2020 6:14:07 PM Brooke Petska- At this point do you recommend wearing a homemade mask in public settings such as going to get
groceries?
4/9/2020 6:15:04 PM Angela Allred- What kind of support will the Health Dept. provide as nonessential businesses attempt to resume
services?
4/9/2020 6:15:24 PM John Norby- Hi Dave Can Lieske explain why Dunn county continues to operate golf courses and now
Trempealeau has allowed them also ,how and why can they but not Eau Claire County. Our physical distancing is far greater than Grocery
stores or even hardware stores. Thank you
4/9/2020 6:16:39 PM Nicole Wilson- If an employer has a diagnosed employee will the EC PHD notify those the employee had close
contact with or does the employer handle that notification out to others?
4/9/2020 6:18:27 PM Christopher Dean- Question for Ms. Giese -- there's a theory that's been bandied about in local social media circles,
and most recently attributed to an area "physician", that COVID-19 has "been around" the area since December - January and that many
in the area have already been exposed and are now immune. Seems unlikely, but could you comment?
4/9/2020 6:18:47 PM Mark Aumann- Could you please address the potential risk for a surge in COVID cases in the wake of Tuesday's in
person voting? Thank you!
4/9/2020 6:23:06 PM Kristi Parr- Once my office opens, if one of my employees comes down with a fever do you recommend we close
until that employee is tested for Covid 19?
4/9/2020 6:33:29 PM Shannon Kaeding- Hi Deb - What do you recommend telling employees that haven't received their unemployment
checks yet but have applied? Some employees have received them and some haven't but they cannot get through to anyone at WI
Unemployment phone number.
4/9/2020 6:55:31 PM Jeffrey Tucker- Thanks for putting this town hall on - very helpful!

